3.3 NRA Match Rifle—A center fire rifle with metallic sights and a magazine capable of holding not
less than 5 rounds.
(a) See Rule 3.14, Palm Rest.
(b) A service rifle may be used as a match rifle unless otherwise stated in the program. Any service
rifle used as an NRA Match Rifle shall conform to Rule 3.1 as applies to trigger pull.
(c) Semi-Automatic rifle. M-16 or commercially equivalent rifles, configured or customized as NRA
Match Rifles are exempt from the 4 1/2 pound trigger weight requirement.
(d) Any semi-automatic rifle that has an original factory designed receiver/frame in excess of 3 1/4
inches below the center line of the border may be used as an NRA Match Rifle.
(e) Other Nations––A center fire rifle with metallic sights. This rifle must meet the requirements to
be a legal target rifle and the participant’s home country, and may only be used by someone who
is a foreign national, and can provide evidence thereof. (It would be wise for a foreign competitor
to have a copy of his own country’s rifle rule, or letter of certification from his National
Association with him when competing under this rule.)
3.14 Palm Rest—Any attachment or extension of stock design which aids the normal hand grip and/or
support of the rifle by the forward hand that extends to a depth of more than 3 1/4 inches below the
centerline of the bore is a palm rest. The standard box magazine/reduced capacity magazines, Rule 3.4,
of rifles under Rules 3.1 and 3.3 are not considered palm rests. Palm rests may only be used on “Any”
rifles (Rules 3.2).

3.15 Buttplate—A butt or buttplate may have a curved rear surface in which the depth of the curve
cannot exceed 1/2 inch when measured from a straight line drawn from the top to the bottom of the
buttplate. The butt or buttplate may not have a hook or stud engaging in a hole or receptacle in the
shoulder of the shooting coat or shirt, or have a knob or prong extending rearward more than 1/2 inch
from the heel or toe of the butt.

